We write in relation to the article by Nickson and colleagues “Mammographic Screening and Breast Cancer Mortality: A Case–Control Study and Meta-analysis” (1).

The 2002 International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) monograph on breast cancer advised (page 91) that: "...The case–control approach is appealing in terms of its simplicity and cost; however, even if such a study is perfectly designed and conducted, the inherent bias is important potential baseline differences in the screened and unscreened groups with respect to factors that are associated with the risk for fatal breast cancer. There is empirical evidence that the survival rate of women who decline screening is worse than that of women who accept screening" (2). Problems with the case–control methodology in this context are highlighted by the results of the nested case–control studies conducted within 2 of the randomized trials (RCT) of screening mammography. The results of both of these case–control were not in accord with the relative risks obtained in these RCT (2).

Nickson and colleagues, who reported a 52% lower breast cancer mortality in women ages 50 to 69 years participating in screening (1), commented negatively about our study of age-specific breast cancer mortality trends, where we reported that the greatest breast cancer relative mortality reduction (RMR) was in women aged in their 40s who are not invited for screening (44%), as compared with the RMR in women aged 60 to 69 years (19%), who are invited for screening (3). Although they did not take account of treatment in their study (1), they stated that the greater decline in mortality for younger women in our study (3) could have been due to “age differences in treatment access and efficacy” (1). We agree that the improved mortality in young women is likely due to treatment, but we suggest that the impact of treatment does stop at age of 50 years. The most recent findings of the Early Breast Cancer Trialists Collaborative Group are that modern chemotherapy reduces breast cancer mortality on average by one third, independent of age, nodal status, tumor characteristics, or use of tamoxifen (4), and that in women with hormone receptor–positive disease, tamoxifen also reduces breast cancer mortality by one third (5).

Even if screening is responsible for a modest contribution to the recent breast cancer mortality decline in Australia, there is a responsibility to weigh the balance of any benefit of screening against the harm of overdiagnosis and unnecessary treatment. Nickson and colleagues did not measure harms and so could not address this balance.
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